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Abstract - We present an approach to derive user profiles

from observing user behavior. In particular, we use Web

server log files and meta data describing page contents to ex-

tract user interests. In the derivation process, we apply de-

scriptive statistics, like page access frequency, as well as more

sophisticated means, such as network analysis methods. The

approach requires that appropriate meta-data describing the

content of web pages is available. However, we do not require

a specific meta-data format or standard.
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1 Introduction

The constantly growing information supply in

Internet-based information systems poses high demands

on concepts and technologies to support users to filter

relevant information. Information retrieval (IR) and in-

formation filtering (IF) are two analytical information

seeking stategies (see, e.g., [16, 20]) – in this paper we

focus on information filtering.

Information filtering assumes a rather stable user in-

terest (reflected through a user profile) but has to deal

with highly dynamic information sources [20]. In IF

systems, a user profile typically includes long-term user

interests [3] and the acceptance of IF systems highly de-

pends on the quality of user profiles (cf. [17]). In partic-

ular, a user profile describes a set of user interests which

can be modeled via categories like sports, technology, or

nutrition, and can be used for the purpose of information

filtering. The definition of user profiles can either be ex-

plicit, implicit or a combination of both (cf. [11]). In the

explicit approach the system interacts with the user and

acquires feedback on information that the user has re-

trieved or filtered respectively. In turn, the user can, for

example, indicate which filtering results are of most in-

terest to him to improve future filtering results (so called

relevance feedback).

The approach presented in this paper focuses the im-

plicit acquisition and interpretation of user data. The im-

plicit approach to user profile acquisition aims to derive

user profiles by observing user behavior. In particular,

we analyze the click-stream of users extracted from Web

server access log files and the content-related meta data

of the corresponding Web pages. By analyzing the user’s

log file records we try to deduce what the corresponding

person is interested in and model his interests in a user

profile. Our analysis includes descriptive statistics, such

as page access frequency, as well as more sophisticated

means, such as network analysis methods (cf. [12]).

Several approaches exist to analyze click paths on a

Web site, concepts from graph theory (see, e.g., [7, 14])

or probabilistic approaches (see [21]) are most common.

In this paper, we especially use graph theoretical con-

cepts because they offer a number of metrics useful for

eliciting user interests from click paths. In addition, if

the user is prepared to explicitly provide his interests,

we integrate this information with the implicitly gener-

ated user profile.

However, observing user behavior always raises pri-

vacy concerns. Therefore, we use P3P policies to keep

users informed about the data we gather and about the

purpose we use these data for. P3P [6] defines a standard

way of encoding Web site privacy policies in a machine-

readable XML format. In general, our P3P policies in-

form users that we collect several elements of Web server

log files. And we only derive profiles for users who agree

with these policies. However, this paper does not further

elaborate on how we use P3P policies in our approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

Section 2 gives an overview of our approach before Sec-

tion 3 describes the related sub-tasks in detail. In this

paper we use the example of a soccer news Web site to

explain the different steps of our approach. Furthermore,

in Section 4 we describe a case study conducted with the

access log files of the Institute of Information Systems at

the Vienna University of Economics. Section 5 discusses

related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Approach Overview

Typically, each user has diverse information interests

related to his private or professional life which can be

modeled via categories. Each of these categories depicts

user interests on different abstraction layers whereas a

tree is a natural way to represent these abstraction lay-

ers. Nodes in proximity of the root node indicate more

general interests of an user while interests associated

with leaf nodes represent specific topics. A tree also re-

veals a temporal view on user interests as general interest

are rather stable over time and bottom-level interests are

subject to more frequent changes (see also [10]).
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The approach presented in this paper relies on a num-

ber of different types of information, some of which are

mandatory and some are optional.

• User-ID (mandatory): identification of individual

users.

• Requested pages (mandatory): reveals what infor-

mation was accessed.

• Content-related meta-data (mandatory): seman-

tic information about the information the user re-

quested. An information provider may, for exam-

ple, annotate the individual pages with meta-tags or

use RDF-statements to describe the data.

• User session information (mandatory): this is par-

ticularly important to identify the number of signif-

icant pages for a specific user.

• Structure information (optional): information about

the structure of the corresponding Web site.

In addition, to asses the content requested by the users

we use several factors. These factors are:

• Time (t) indicates the time a user spents on a specific

page.

• Frequency (f) indicates how often the user re-

quested a specific page.

• Centrality (c) means that a page has short paths to

all other nodes and thus is in a central position.

• Prestige (p) describes how often a page is refer-

enced by other pages and thus has a prominent role

in the graph of pages (see e.g. [12]).

These factors are weighted according the domain of

the information system for which user profiling is con-

ducted, and the information available (see Section 3.2.2).

If, for example, no structural Information is available,

the centrality and the prestige factors are weighted zero.

The time factor is particularly important. Morita and

Shinoda [19] identified a positive correlation between

user interest and reading time and a low correlation be-

tween reading time and article length. Thus, we use the

time spent on a page (TSP) as an indicator of interest

but also have to consider user distraction. This effect is

quite obvious as actions like answering the phone cause

a longer TSP although the user is not actively looking at

the page (see also [13]).

In practice, researchers tend to use heuristics gained

from observing users, because it is impossible to identify

user distraction on the server side. Typically a threshold

is set for maximal (reasonable) page view time and ex-

treme values are replaced by some standard view time

calculated from the residual data (see [13]). Determin-

ing a threshold time, however, is not deterministic and

often domain-driven. One possibility is to determine this

threshold in absolute values, e.g. to replace values higher

than 5 Minutes with the mean of the remaining values.

Another option is to use relative values, for example, to

declare values higher than three times the median value

as extreme values and replace them with the mean of the

residual values. Using relative values is a more flexible

approach as the threshold automatically adapts to the re-

spective domain.

A high level view of our approach is shown in Fig-

ure 1. The behaviour of Web users browsing from page

to page is depicted as steps and results in a click path.

Each step is represented by a node in the click path and

refers to a Web page visited by the user. In particular,

with every request the user generates an entry in the Web

server’s log file indicating his (potential) interest in that

specific page and its content. Those log file entries are

analyzed and form the basis to derive user profile el-

ements which are then aggregated to a comprehensive

user profile. A user may also provide his interests in an

explicit manner by providing a (structured) list of cate-

gories. Such a list also constitutes elementary user pro-

file elements and can be used to enhance an automati-

cally derived user profile.
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Figure 1. High level view of the approach

In general, user behaviour can be observed on client

or on server machines. Tracking users on client ma-

chines may generate more and better data but requires

active cooperation from users in contrast to tracking

users on the server side by observing log files. Depend-

ing on the desired outcome we use log files from indi-

vidual Web servers and/or Web proxies.

Figure 2 shows two possibile sources for collecting

user profiling data from server log files. In Figure 2 a)

data is gathered from individual Web sites, e.g. a sports

news Web site, a tech news Web site, and a concert/event

news Web site. In a typical usage scenario a user clicks

his way through the pages he is interested in and Web

servers generate corresponding log data which can be

used to model his interests. This means, of course, that

we would need access to all relevant Web server log files.

An alternative approach to get a comprehensive view

on user interests is shown in Figure 2 b). In this scenario,

all Web traffic is handled by a Web proxy and there-

fore every request, independent of its destination, can be
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Figure 2. Possible request scenarios

recorded at a single point. Deriving a profile based on

proxy log files gives a more complete view on user in-

terests and thus a more complete user profile. However,

using a proxy to record and analyze user behavior may

also raise problems with privacy. As mentioned above,

we thus use P3P policies to inform users about the infor-

mation we gather.

3 User Profile Derivation

Using log file analysis for user profiling has a num-

ber of advantages (see, e.g., [22, 18]). For example,

recording is done without bias and is technically easy.

A disadvantage of log file analysis is that log files con-

tain a lot of data which is possibly worthless for the pur-

pose of user profiling and therefore log files have to be

preprocessed (cleaned) prior to further processing mea-

sures (see Section 3.1). Another disadvantage is that if

a user works with more than one instance of his browser

or uses tabbed browsing, the corresponding click paths

are shown in log files in strict chronical order and do not

depict the parallel usage.
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Figure 3. Major steps of the process

Moreover, because HTTP is a stateless protocol and

does not provide session information, we use cookie log-

ging on the server side which results in more valuable

data for user profiling (cf. [15]).

The presented user profile derivation approach con-

sists of three major steps, as depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 4 depicts the process in detail. After the iden-

tification of user sessions, statistical and graph analysis

is applied on them. Then, the most significant pages are

identified by integrating statistical (here statistical anal-

ysis means to analyze which pages the user visited most

often, on which pages the user spent the most time, etc.)

and graph analysis. Finally, those pages are integrated

with content-related meta-data of the respective pages.

3.1 Preprocessing

Data preprocessing removes the data not important

for analysis and prepares the log files for further process-

ing. In particular, we extract the following tupel from the

Web server log file:
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Figure 4. Log file processing

〈page, page meta-data, ?referrer?, timestamp, cookie〉
Here, referrer information is optional and reveals in-

formation about the corresponding Web site structure. In

our approach, cookies especially include user IDs so that

timestamp and cookie information can be used to iden-

tify user sessions. In particular, preprocessing includes

the following main steps:

• Extract page impressions: For user profile deriva-

tion we only consider page impressions. A page hit

is the request of an arbitrary file from a Web server.

In contrast, page impression refers to the request

of a complete Web page (e.g. including an HTML

page and several images).

• Extract page information: We consider success-

ful GET and POST request only. While failed re-

quests may be relevant for the administrator of a

Web site they are not relevant for user profiling and

are eliminated prior analysis. Thus, we remove all

log file entries with HTTP status codes other than

200 (successful request) or 304 (not modified). It

is important to remove requests from Web robots as

only human behavior should be modeled. Robots

can be identified by their User-Agent HTTP request

header, for example ’Googlebot’ or ’Ahoy!’. Fi-

nally, the page information is compiled from the

URL of the page, post-data (if available) and cookie

information. Additionally, each relevant page is an-

notated with meta-data describing the content of the

respective page.

• Extract user and session information: In our ap-

proach an individual user can be identified via

cookie information. A user session can be defined

as a group of activites by a single user whithin a

specific time frame. Time frame identification is

the most common method to identifiy sessions (see



[4, 5]). A threshold for maximal page view time

(usually thirty minutes) is used to distinguish user

sessions. Thus, we also use this standard threshold

as an indicator of a new session.

The various levels of caching, be it on client side or

by proxies also constitute a drawback of log file analysis.

For example, hitting the ’back’ button in a Web browser

takes the user to the previously visited page but causes no

request which is recorded in the log files. Those revisits,

however, are an essential characteristic of navigation be-

havior as they often indicate which pages are observed

as related (cf. [22]). To resolve the caching problem,

Cooley suggests to exploit the knowledge of the site’s

organization (see [5]).

3.2 Log File Analysis

3.2.1 Overview

After log file preprocessing, we start the log file analysis.

It is most common to use statistical techniques to extract

knowledge about Web site users (see, e.g., [23]).

Figure 5. Structure of the example site

      [,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6] [,7] [,8] [,9] [,10] [,11] [,12] [,13]

 [1,]    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0

 [2,]    0    0    1    0    0    0    0    1    0     0     1     0     0

 [3,]    0    1    0    1    0    1    0    0    0     0     0     0     0

 [4,]    0    0    1    0    1    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0

 [5,]    0    0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     0     0

 [6,]    0    0    1    0    0    0    1    0    0     0     0     0     0

 [7,]    0    0    0    0    0    1    0    0    0     0     0     0     0

 [8,]    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    1     1     0     0     0

 [9,]    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1    0     0     0     0     0

[10,]    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1    0     0     0     0     0

[11,]    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     0     1     1

[12,]    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     1     0     0

[13,]    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0     0     1     0     0

Figure 6. Matrix view of the example

For graph analysis, the log file is first converted to an

adjacency matrix. An adjacency matrix is a matrix rep-

resentation of the individual user requests and represents

the usage pattern of a Web site for a certain user. This

matrix shows which pages were requested by the user

and how the user got to the different pages (we use the re-

quest and referrer information of the log file to construct

the matrix and to draw the corresponding graph). The

adjacency matrix is the starting point for graph analysis

which identifies, for example, pages with high centrality.

A graph representation of an example web site for soccer

news is shown in Figure 5 and the respective matrix rep-

resentation in Figure 6 (an excerpt of the corresponding

log file is shown in Figure 7). Each matrix cell represents

the number of links between two Web pages, whereas a

zero indicates that no link exists between the pages.

The integration of statistical and graph theoretical fig-

ures is an important part of our user profile derivation

approach.

3.2.2 Identify Significant Pages

For each user session we determine how many Web

pages have been visited in this particular session. A typi-

cal Web site may consist of many individual pages which

are of different interest to a user and therefore of differ-

ent importance for his user profile. In particular, we just

consider the s most significant pages out of a given pop-

ulation of n pages for each user session. However, it is

also possible to consider all pages of the user session for

user profiling and apply an adequate weighting scheme,

which weights more significant Web pages higher than

less significant ones in the resulting user profile.

Our assumption is that on a small special interest Web

site each (or most) Web page(s) is/are of interest to the

user and therefore significant for our analysis. But if the

number of pages on a Web site increases not every page

is equally important. We use the following formula to

determine the number of significant pages: s = 1 + 2 ∗
log(n).

This formula is the result of an evolutionary process

where we tested different formulas in an explorative data

analysis to determine which formula delivers reasonable

results. Using the logarithm we keep the number of sig-

nificant pages s near the number of pages n for low num-

bers of n and keep s low for higher numbers of n. Our

example page (see Figure 5) consists of thirteen nodes

(n = 13), thus the number of significant nodes for this

Web site is s = 1 + 2 ∗ log(13) = 6.13. Which means

that we consider six nodes out of thirteen to derive the

user profile.

After we know how many pages are important for

user profiling we have to determine which pages (nodes)

are most significant. We begin our analysis with statisti-

cal methods and calculate the frequency of the individual

pages and the time spent on each page. For example, we

have to consider that a user can visit a specific Web page

very often but spent just a short time on it because this

page lies on the path to another page the user is interested

in. For this reason we weight the Web page hit frequency

lower in our final calculation (see below).

The accumulated time spent on each page is repre-

sented as a vector in Figure 8. In this example, we see

a high value for the page /soccer/leagues/ which

could indicate user distraction. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 2, we determine a threshold to eliminate extreme

values. In particular, we use three times the median of

the vector to formally identify such pages. This value



... "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 44 "-" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/ HTTP/1.1" 200 901 "http://example.com/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/cups/ HTTP/1.1" 200 831 "http://example.com/soccer/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/cups/europeancup/ HTTP/1.1" 200 755 "http://example.com/soccer/cups/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/cups/ HTTP/1.1" 200 831 "http://example.com/soccer/cups/europeancup/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/cups/worldcup/ HTTP/1.1" 200 733 "http://example.com/soccer/cups/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/cups/worldcup/wc2006/ HTTP/1.1" 200 642 "http://example.com/soccer/cups/worldcup/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/cups/worldcup/ HTTP/1.1" 200 733 "http://example.com/soccer/cups/worldcup/wc2006/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/cups/ HTTP/1.1" 200 831 "http://example.com/soccer/cups/worldcup/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/ HTTP/1.1" 200 901 "http://example.com/soccer/cups/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/clubs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 807 "http://example.com/soccer/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

... "GET /soccer/clubs/bayermunich/ HTTP/1.1" 200 601 "http://example.com/soccer/clubs/" "Mozilla/5.0..."

Figure 7. Example log file in Common Logfile Format

weighting 0.7 0.2 0.05 0.05

time r freq r centr r prest r total
total

rank
/ 0.005 13 0.042 7 0.02 13 0 13 0.012 13

/soccer/ 0.057 8 0.167 1 0.208 1 0.174 1 0.092 5

/soccer/cups/ 0.017 9 0.125 2 0.157 2 0.13 2 0.051 9

/soccer/cups/europeancup/ 0.01 10 0.083 5 0.077 5 0.087 5 0.032 11

/soccer/cups/europeancup/ec08/ 0.112 5 0.042 7 0.029 11 0.043 7 0.091 7

/soccer/cups/worldcup/ 0.009 11 0.083 5 0.077 5 0.087 5 0.031 12

/soccer/cups/worldcup/wc2006/ 0.16 2 0.042 7 0.029 11 0.043 7 0.124 2

/soccer/clubs/ 0.005 12 0.125 2 0.136 3 0.13 2 0.042 10

/soccer/clubs/bayermunich/ 0.119 4 0.042 7 0.033 7 0.043 7 0.096 4

/soccer/clubs/liverpool/ 0.18 1 0.042 7 0.033 7 0.043 7 0.138 1

/soccer/leagues/ 0.077 7 0.125 2 0.136 3 0.13 2 0.092 6

/soccer/leagues/bundesliga/ 0.1 6 0.042 7 0.033 7 0.043 7 0.082 8

/soccer/leagues/premierleague/ 0.148 3 0.042 7 0.033 7 0.043 7 0.115 3

sum 1 1 1 1

Table 1. Summary of results for the soccer example

proved sensible in our tests but further investigation is

required to verify that assumption for different domains.

We assume the median is a better indicator for the typ-

ical page view time as the mean would be biased by

high values. Due to experiences with our data, we fur-

ther assume that three times the median is a high enough

value to indicate distraction. In our example, the median

is 111, thus values higher than 333 seconds represent

pages with user distraction, which is the case with the

/soccer/leagues/ page. To normalize outliers we

substitute them with the mean of the residual values. In

our case, we replace 905 with the mean of the remaining

12 values, which is 85 (see bold line in Figure 8). Figure

8 also shows the normalized time vector. Normalization

is required to make vectors comparable which represent

different characteristics.

/                                5

/soccer/                        63

/soccer/cups/                   19

/soccer/cups/europeancup/       11

/soccer/cups/europeancup/ec08/ 124

/soccer/cups/worldcup/          10

/soccer/cups/worldcup/wc2006/  177

/soccer/clubs/                   6

/soccer/clubs/bayernunich/     132

/soccer/clubs/liverpool/       199

/soccer/leagues/               905
/soccer/leagues/bundesliga/    111

/soccer/leagues/premierleague/ 163

replace value: 85
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Figure 8. Time spent on Web page vector

After statistical analysis, we analyze the structure of

a Web site by using network analysis metrics. In a first

step, we convert the log file to an adjacency matrix of

dimension n ∗ n where n represents the number of Web

pages (nodes) the Web site consists of. Based on this

matrix we calculate distinctive network metrics such as

centrality or prestige which give us an indication of im-

portant or prominent nodes of that Web site.

Table 1 summarizes the statistical and the graph anal-

yses of our soccer example for a single user session.

The individual Web pages of the example Web site are

aligned line-by-line. The columns time, freq, centr and

prest list the results of the individual valuations of Web

pages with their respective rank. The first line of the ta-

ble indicates the weighting scheme which leads to the

total valuations shown in the column titled total. We cal-

culate the total weighting through the following formula:

total = α ∗ t + β ∗ f + γ ∗ c + δ ∗ p. The greek symbols

are weighting factors while t, f, c and p represent the

vectorized valuation of Web pages by time, frequency,

centrality (which is itself an aggregated value) and pres-

tige.

In our experience, the time factor is the most mean-

ingful – moreover a positive correlation of time spent

on a Web page and user interest has already been iden-

fied in [19]. The frequency factor is less important be-

cause, for example, a user may request a specific page

just to get to another page that he is interested in. Cen-

trality and Prestige introduce the network structure in



the weighting scheme as more central nodes may have

more significance. As weighting factors we suggest

t, f, c, p = 0.7, 0.2, 0.05, 0.05 (see also Table 1).

This scheme is suggested on the basis of case studies

conducted so far and constitutes a preliminary scheme.

We assume that the weighting factors are domain depen-

dent which is subject to further test series. Thus, the

proposed weighting factors assume the frequency factor

indicates that a user is interested in a specific page and

the time factor denotes how interested the user is. After

summing up the four columns in Table 1, we get a result

vector which represents an aggregated valuation of all

Web pages in the respective user session (total column

in Table 1). From this result vector we take the first s
nodes to form our user profile. Above we already deter-

mined s = 6, and those six significant pages are printed

bold in Table 1.

3.3 Derive User Profile

User profile deriviation is the final step in our ap-

proach. In particular, we need semantic information

(content-related meta data) concerning the most signif-

icant pages. Such semantic information can be gained in

several ways:

• Attributes: A Web page can offer some of its inter-

nal semantic via meta-tags provided in the HTTP

header, e.g. <meta name="keywords"

content="soccer, premiership,

liverpool, player, peter crouch">.

Metadata can also be provided explicitly using

RDF/XML statements [2].

• Extraction: If no explicit meta data is avail-

able text extraction and analysis may in-

dicate relevant meta-data categories (cf.

[25]). For example, analyzing the Web page

/soccer/clubs/liverpool/peter_crouch.html
may result to the following meta-data categories:

peter crouch, liverpool, soccer.

• File path: When using certain Web develop-

ment frameworks or for Web directories like

Yahoo for example, it may be possible to

use primitive heuristic to elicit some kind of

structure from the Web page’s file path, e.g.

/soccer/clubs/liverpool/peter_crouch.html

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the relevant

meta-data is available and can be used for user profile

definition but do not determine a specific technique to

define those meta-data.

3.3.1 Prepare User Session Information

We use the matrix representation of the Web site to form

the user profile (see Figures 5 and 6). For this purpose

we gather all page attributes associated with the individ-

ual Web pages (see Figure 9 a). This representation typ-

ically includes a lot of redundant information as more

generic attributes are likely to occur quite often. Hence,

we conduct a cleaning process to eliminate redundant at-

tributes. The remaining attributes and their mutal rela-

tionships then give us a comprehensive view of the re-

spective user session.

In a first step, we count the occurances of all at-

tributes for the user session. In our example, this results

in the following count: soccer: 12, cups: 5, clubs: 3,

leagues: 3, worldcup: 2, europeancup: 2, all remain-

ing attributes: 1. Afterwards, we remove all page at-

tributes occuring more often than once starting with the

most frequent attribute – unless the attribute is the last

one remaining for the respective node. In our example

(see Figure 9 a), this means that in a first step we remove

the soccer attribute from all nodes except the root node

as soccer is the only attribute of this node. In the next

step, we remove the cups attribute from the respective

nodes – unless cups is the only remaining attribute of

this respective node. We continue this process until no

more attributes can be removed. Attributes that are not

removed in this process are printed in bold font in Figure

9 a).

The example above has several redundant attributes

in its leaf nodes which can be removed. If an attribute

occurs more than once in a sub-tree, however, the cor-

responding redundant node can be removed. If a Web

page includes only a single attribute no cleaning is re-

quired. Note that the suggested user profile generation

approach only works if proper Web page attributes are

available. If, for example, all pages include exactly the

same attribute(s) the approach fails.

3.3.2 Generate User Profile

As mentioned above, only the most significant Web

pages are used for user profile generation (see bold en-

tries in Table 1). As shown in Table 1 the highest rated

Web pages are 2,7,9,10,11 and 13. Those pages

are drawn with thicker borders in Figure 9 a). To gener-

ate the respective user profile we pick out those nodes

from the user session representation. In addition, we

pick the parent nodes of the respective nodes to semanti-

cally revalue the derived user profile. The resulting user

profile is shown in Figure 9 b).

While generating the user profile we assume that the

log file entries (at least partially) reveal the site’s orga-

nization to allow for drawing a preliminary interest tree.

Otherwise the user profile results in an (possibly unstruc-

tured) list of user interests.

4 Experiences

To test our approach we analyzed the access log files

of the Institute of Information Systems at the Vienna

University of Economics. In particular, we evaluated

the log files from Monday to Friday of calendar week

46/2006. We used the R software environment [1] for all

statistical analyses.

The analysis started with 96059 log file entries which

were then cleaned from spider requests and requests of
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images loaded along with Web pages (see Section 3.1).

During this procedure we identified 75 different spi-

ders harvesting our institute Web site. We also removed

HEAD requests, as HEAD requests are typically used

to identify the content length of a file prior download-

ing. Technically they may also be used for caching pur-

poses which is not easy to identify. However, due to the

low number of HEAD requests (0.3 percent), we decided

to remove them completely. We also identified a lot of

requests with the HTTP status code 302 (moved tem-

porarily) – this, however, results from the behavior of the

site’s CMS system which redirects request of /main to

/main/, for example, which results in two log file en-

tries, a request with status code 302 and a request with

status code 200.

After preprocessing the log file still included 6895

entries (7.2 percent of 96059). This site uses cookies

to identify users. About 77 per cent of these 6895 en-

tries contained cookies. From these cookies we identi-

fied 1960 distinguishable users. We only used log file

entries with cookie information for data analysis as they

can be assigned to individual users unambiguously. Even

a combination of IP address and user-agent information

would be problematic, e.g. because of DHCP assigned

IP addresses. The identified 1960 users caused 528 user

sessions which consisted of 3 clicks or more. Hofge-

sang [13] suggested to remove sessions with less than 3

clicks, as most of them are accidental visits. The analy-

sis of the 528 user sessions showed that the mean session

length was 6.35 clicks, the standard deviation 6.08 and

the maximum session length 43 clicks.

The valuation of the log file entries per user showed

that in an average user session the user visited 4.60 Web

pages – standard deviation 2.82, maximum value 23.

From the 2430 pages the remaining users visited, we

only consider the pages with high ratings – according

to our algorithm, i.e. we considered 80.6 per cent (1960

pages) for user profile generation.

5 Related Work

Web usage mining (WUM) is the application of data

mining techniques to large Web data repositories, some

algorithms commonly used include association rule min-

ing, sequential pattern generation, and clustering (see

e.g. [5]). WUM produces aggregated results to better un-

derstand Web usage and improve the service provided to

the customer (cf. [8]). In contrast, our approach concen-

trates on data mining at the level of the individual user

resulting in non-aggregated data.

Early approaches only considered the popularity of

Web pages in their analysis. In [19] Morita and Shinoda

presented one of the first evaluations of the time aspect.

Hofgesang [13] analyzed the factors incluencing the time

spent on Web pages and combined the time and the fre-

quency aspect to group users via clustering.

User profiling is frequently seen as a text classifica-

tion problem. Thereby a supervised learning process is

used to generate user profiles [24]. Supervised learning

is a typ of machine learning and is characterized by the

underlying learning model and its parameters. Depend-

ing on the formalisms provided by this learning model

user profiles have complex internal structures and often

serve as a blackbox to the users [10].

Ontology-based user profiling [9] uses ontologies to

represent user interests via concept hierarchies. Com-

pared to other concepts of user profile representation,

e.g. vector space, using ontologies means a semantic

revaluation (cf. [9]). General-purpose ontologies with

a high number of concepts are often not appropriate for

profiling a single user profile (cf. [10]). Ontologies of-

ten represent the shared knowledge of either a particular

community or a group of users and therefore they may

fail to capture an individual user’s specific understand-

ing of a domain [10].

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a user profile derivation approach. In

particular, we use Web server log files as data source for

user profiling. The general approach, however, is appli-

cable to arbitrary log file formats.

In particular, we use a combination of statistical anal-

ysis and graph analysis for user profiling. This allows for

a broader perception of user behavior and has the poten-

tial to improve user profiling. In our future work, we

will investigate possibilities to integrate automatically

derived user profiles with explicitly provided user inter-



ests. Moreover, we will build a software tool that sup-

ports our approach.
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